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DISCLAIMER
In devising this business plan the Consultants have endeavoured to ensure that all data and
information used is correct and up to date. However, because of factors beyond the control
of the Consultants, as well as various uncertainties related to Tsumkwe Energy and its
envisaged business, a number of assumptions had to be made in the compilation of the
present business plan. Such assumptions have an impact on the reliability of the business
plan and its ability to guide Tsumkwe Energy and its management.
Any recommendations, conclusions or interpretations arising from this business plan rely on
the information and data used, the implicit and explicit assumptions made when drafting
the plan, as well as the interpretation of such information and data.
Neither the Consultants nor any employee or sub‐contracted entity or their personnel
assume any responsibility in any way whatsoever to any entity, organisation and/or
person(s) in respect of the information set out in this business plan, including any omissions
and/or errors therein, arising through misinterpretation, negligence, or however otherwise
caused.
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1

Executive Summary

Electricity is currently supplied in Tsumkwe from a 350kVA diesel generator operated by the
Otjozondjupa Regional Council (OTRC), feeding into the local off-grid network (mini-grid) supplying
109 metered customers, of which 83 have prepayment meters. It is estimated (the current generator
does not have a meter) that approximately 360684kWh of energy is generated annually.
The Tsumkwe system is currently not well managed and operated, with poor record keeping and
billing that appears spurious. Moreover the design of the system is inefficient, due to the oversized
350kVA generator (genset). It is very doubtful whether a fully cost reflective tariff – estimated at N$6
per kWh – could be charged, because the some users would likely be able to generate their own
electricity for less, and would thus opt out of the mini-grid. It is also doubtful whether a remotely
cost reflective tariff could be charged to the prepaid customers because of their low consumption
and inability to pay.
A new system is needed that reduces the cost reflective tariff requirement and minimizes the
subsidy requirement, ideally reducing it to zero over time. The Tsumkwe Energy Solar Diesel Hybrid
Mini-grid System is the new system, funded by the by the European Commission, NamPower and the
Otjozondjupa Regional Council (OTRC). This business plan elaborates on the contextual, operational,
managerial and financial cornerstones necessary for the efficient and effective establishment and
running of the Tsumkwe Energy Hybrid System. It also shows how the new system serves an
improvement on the current state of affairs regarding energy service in Tsumkwe. The plan
developed is based on three key aims:
1. Ensuring a tightly packaged ownership and management model that assists in the
improvement in the state of affairs in Tsumkwe and can be replicated elsewhere in Namibia
and beyond.
2. Developing an indicative tariff structure for the Tsumkwe Energy Hybrid System based on a
comprehensive financial model.
3. Reducing the subsidy requirements associated with the current operation of the Tsumkwe
mini-grid through the installation of the Hybrid System and the reduction of fuel costs for
diesel generation.
The above aims have been met and lie at the epicenter of this plan. They are illustrated by the
following key indicators which serve as a sound summary of the business plan.
 The management structure proposed is simple and efficient.
It is proposed that Tsumkwe Energy be owned and maintained by the OTRC with initial operational and
managerial assistance by the Desert Research Foundation of Namibia (DRFN). The proposed staffing
requirements are a minimum of three full time employees that will report to a part-time supervisor at OTRC.
Casual and specialist labour has also been catered for.
© Copyright OneWorld Sustainable Investments 2010
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After the elapse of year one (the end of the DRFN assistance period) it is envisaged that the OTRC may subcontract an Independent Service Provider (ISP) to take on the responsibility of operating and managing the
system. This is at the discretion of the OTRC although it is proposed as a way of ensuring that the requisite
skills and capacity are in place for the efficient and effective management of Tsumkwe Energy. It has been
catered for in the financial plan. Ownership and maintenance will remain the responsibility of the OTRC and be
governed by strict and transparent policies and service level agreements.
In terms of actual operations, the hybrid system will generate power (approximately 839500kWh in year 1 with
3% growth per annum) and, using the current and enhanced Tsumkwe mini-grid, distribute to the consumers
of Tsumkwe using a cost reflective stepped tariff. A subsidy will be required to cover losses for approximately
the first nine years of operation, reducing on an annual basis. Using the revenue generated, over time, more
PV and battery storage will be added to the system to increase the renewable energy contribution, reduce
diesel costs and improve overall financial sustainability.

 An indicative cost reflective stepped tariff structure has been attained






Commercial 1 users (larger, more mature businesses): 100% of cost
Commercial 2 users (smaller, immature businesses): 75% of cost
Institutional users (government facilities): 125% of cost
Residential 1 users (higher income earners): 65% of cost
Residential 2 users (lower income earners): 50% of cost

@
@
@
@
@

N$3.55 per kWh
N$2.67 per kWh
N$4.44 per kWh
N$2.31 per kWh
N$1.78 per kWh

The above is based on an average generation and distribution cost of N$3.55 per kWh in year one (this will
increase by 5% per annum). For the sake of comparison, the cost reflective tariff requirement for Tsumkwe
under the current diesel-only system is N$6.00 per kWh and thus the above stepped tariff structure is an
improvement by virtue of the reduction to N$3.55 as an average cost.

 A gradually reducing subsidy requirement over the projected period, with Tsumkwe
Energy becoming a self sustaining system in year nine (depicted in the Figure E1).
The above stepped tariff structure results in a monthly subsidy of N$22623 in year 1 (or N$271484 per annum)
being necessary. Again, for the sake of comparison, this is a vast improvement on the estimated current
average monthly loss (or subsidy equivalent) of N$123000 (N$1.47mil) being paid by the OTRC.

Figure E1: Monthly subsidy/income for cost reflective tariffs
Monthly Tsumkwe Energy subsidy/income requirement for Cost Reflactive Tariffs
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2

Introduction

2.1 Background
Electricity is currently supplied in Tsumkwe from a 350kVA diesel generator operated by the
Otjozondjupa Regional Council (OTRC), feeding into the local off-grid network (mini-grid) supplying
109 metered customers, of which 83 have prepayment meters. It is estimates (the current generator
does not have a meter) that approximately 360684kWh of energy is generated annually.
Much work has been completed by EMCON Consulting Group in assessing the state of energy service
provision in Tsumkwe as well as in the technical design of the Tsumkwe Energy Solar Diesel Hybrid
System. This work has played a major role in informing this business plan.
According to EMCON’s economic feasibility analysis of the past electricity operations at Tsumkwe
the following are important points to note to contextualize the Tsumkwe case and to show how this
business plan for the Hybrid System serves as an improvement on the current situation.
The Tsumkwe load profiles for 2010 and 2020 are illustrated in Figure 1: Tsumkwe currently has a
peak demand of approximately 120kW which is expected to grow to approximately 160kW in 2020.
Figure 1: Tsumkwe load profiles: 2010 and 2020
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Current revenue is approximately N$525000. However, total revenue of approximately N$2
million per annum would be required to fully cover the reasonable costs of providing
electricity from the existing system, resulting in a cost reflective average tariff of almost
N$6.00 per kWh. The cost is dominated by the fuel cost for the generator, followed by the
operation and maintenance of the generator. Together these two items account for more
than two thirds of the total cost. Even if it is assumed that most of the costs not related to
running the generator are not actually being incurred the cost reflective tariff would be at
least N$5.00 per kWh. This is however not sustainable and certainly not in line with industry
principles and energy policy which both embrace cost reflectivity and sustainability.



Current tariffs and rates are set at unsustainable levels:
 N$2.50 / kWh for conventional meters

© Copyright OneWorld Sustainable Investments 2010
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N$204 per month basic charge for conventional meters
N$0.75 per kWh for prepaid customers



Using the above rates a reasonable revenue which should be derived using current
consumption and tariff data by an effectively run distributor with the latest tariffs amounts
to approximately N$760 000, which is 45% higher than the estimated actual revenue
generated by the OTRC. It is clear that revenue at current tariffs and rates do not even cover
half of the costs of providing electricity at Tsumkwe. Annual losses are estimated at
approximately N$1.47 million (or N$123 000 a month). This is exacerbated by the generator
which is too large for the current demand, runs at low load factor and thus has a low fuel
efficiency factor. This inflates the fuel cost of the generator.



While licenses are under review, it must be noted that the OTRC is operating illegally at
Tsumkwe since they are not licensed to distribute and supply electricity at the locality as has
been ascertained from the Electricity Control Board.

In short, the Tsumkwe system is currently not well managed and operated, with poor record keeping
and billing that appears spurious. Moreover the design of the system is inefficient, due to the
oversized 350kVA generator (genset). It is very doubtful whether a fully cost reflective tariff could be
charged, because the some users would likely be able to generate their own electricity for less, and
would thus opt out of the mini-grid. It is also doubtful whether a remotely cost reflective tariff could
be charged to the prepaid customers because their consumption is very low on average even at the
currently low tariff (see EMCON Tsumkwe Household Energy Survey).
A new system is needed that reduces the cost reflective tariff requirement and minimizes the
subsidy requirement, ideally reducing it to zero over time. The Tsumkwe Energy Solar Diesel Hybrid
Mini-grid System is the new system. This business plan lays out how it serves an improvement to the
abovementioned issues.

2.2 Purpose of this plan
This is the first business plan for the Tsumkwe Energy Solar Diesel Hybrid System. The present plan is
for the period January 2011 to December 2020, and describes the management and operational
aspects of Tsumkwe Energy as a business and energy service provider, operating as a division of the
OTRC. The plan’s main purpose is to provide guidance to the strategic operations of the overarching
energy service system – generation, distribution and metering – with a particular focus on the
ownership and financial model.

2.3 Tsumkwe Energy Business Model
Funded by the European Commission, NamPower and the Otjozondjupa Regional Council (OTRC)
two 130kVA diesel generators, a 200kWp photovoltaic (PV) array and 766kWh of battery storage will
be installed. The project will also upgrade and expand the current 11 kV mini-grid and initiate
mechanisms for access to alternative thermal fuels (such as LPG) and energy efficient appliances.
The current 350kVA generator will remain in place as a reserve and for peak load supply. It is
proposed that Tsumkwe Energy be owned and maintained by the OTRC with initial operational and
managerial assistance by the DRFN. After the elapse of year 1 (the end of the DRFN assistance
© Copyright OneWorld Sustainable Investments 2010
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period) it is envisaged that the OTRC may sub-contract an Independent Service Provider (ISP) to take
on the responsibility of operating and managing the solar diesel hybrid energy system. Ownership
and maintenance will remain the responsibility of the OTRC.
This hybrid system will generate power and, using the current and enhanced Tsumkwe mini-grid,
distribute to the consumers (community) of Tsumkwe using a cost reflective stepped tariff. A subsidy
will be required to cover losses for approximately the first nine years of operation, reducing on an
annual basis. Using the revenue generated, over time, more PV and battery storage will be added to
the system to increase the renewable energy contribution, reduce diesel costs and improve overall
financial sustainability.

2.4 Ownership Model
As indicated the OTRC will take ownership of the Tsumkwe Energy system – diesel generators, PV
array and distribution network (mini-grid) – and be financially responsible for the subsidy, asset
replacement and all maintenance and/or repair. The potential sub-contracted ISP will operate and
manage the generation and distribution of electricity overseeing the financial responsibility for
routine operational maintenance of the system. Should no ISP be contracted all responsibility will fall
on the OTRC.

2.5 Structure of this business plan
i. Chapter 3 introduces the context in which Tsumkwe Energy operates.
ii. Chapter 4 presents the details of the Tsumkwe Energy business model.
iii. Chapter 5 summarises the Tsumkwe Energy operating plan.
iv. Chapter 6 introduces the Tsumkwe Energy financial plan.

2.6 Presentation and style
This business plan endeavours to offer strategic, operational and financial detail to guide Tsumkwe
Energy in most day‐to‐day and some longer term planning and operational tasks and decisions. The
current business plan is not a scientific deliberation, and is deliberately kept concise and focused. It
only presents topics considered essential to operate and manage the system as a business and public
energy service. As such, the plan does not provide in‐depth discussions about all possible options
and their implications, but chooses one specific operating scenario which is presented in detail.
Changes to this operating scenario will change the plan’s validity.

2.7 Level of detail
While most aspects of the present business plan assume little or no prior knowledge of a solar-diesel
mini-grid system operating under Namibian conditions, some of the more common business and
operational aspects are mentioned without providing further explanations. Tsumkwe Energy’s
owner/management is encouraged to seek additional professional support in case the plan provides
insufficient answers to certain questions.

© Copyright OneWorld Sustainable Investments 2010
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2.8 Ambition
This business plan has made a deliberate trade‐off between detailed presentations and pragmatism,
so as to allow the Tsumkwe Energy to successfully operate Namibia’s first public solar diesel hybrid
mini-grid. In so doing it is hoped that this plan contributes to pave the way for future mini-grids and
other renewable energy developments in Namibia, and in this way contribute to Namibia’s ongoing
development and rural electrification.

© Copyright OneWorld Sustainable Investments 2010
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3

Context

This chapter provides a brief overview of the industry, policy and regulatory environment in which
Tsumkwe Energy will operate.1

3.1 Introduction
Tsumkwe Energy will be Namibia’s second (to Gobabeb Training and Research Center) but largest
solar diesel hybrid mini-grid system. Its main business will be to generate electric power and feed it
into the already established Tsumkwe electricity mini-grid. Distribution and metering will also be
carried out as a component of the system, although operated under the CENORED distribution
license.

3.2 Namibia’s electricity supply sector
Presently, Namibia has three large‐scale national electricity‐generating power stations, all of them
owned and operated by NamPower. The most important is Ruacana, which is a hydroelectric power
station on the Kunene River with an electrical generation capacity of 249 MW5. The coal‐fired van
Eck power station just north of Windhoek has a capacity of 120 MW, while the Paratus power
station in Walvis Bay uses heavy fuel oil and has a capacity of 24 MW. In contrast, Tsumkwe Energy
is a 410kWp or 0.384MWp system.
There is a variety of small‐scale electricity generating plants in Namibia, for example at the mines, in
businesses and on farms. Few if any of these feed electricity into the national electricity grid, or are
extensive public mini-grids and are therefore not recognised as such.
The total installed electrical generation capacity and therefore the maximum that all Namibian
power stations could supply if run simultaneously, is mostly insufficient to match Namibia’s demand
for electrical energy. For example, in 2008, the maximum demand was 533 MW, which is
substantially more than the maximum internal electricity generation capacity of 393 MW that
Namibia has at its disposal.
In light of this, Namibia imports electrical energy, generated mainly in South Africa and Zimbabwe,
using NamPower’s extensive transmission networks. Assuming that Namibia’s neighbours have
sufficient capacity, these electrical interconnecting power lines to across‐border suppliers had a
maximum capacity of 600 MW in 2008.
Presently, the Caprivi link is being built at a cost of N$ 3.2 billion, and will extend the Namibian
transmission system using a high voltage direct current line. This new transmission line will link the
Namibian electricity transmission system with Zambia and Zimbabwe, and will have an additional
capacity of 600 MW. The line will also enable NamPower to more readily trade electricity between
Zambia, Zimbabwe and other neighbouring countries, and make Namibia less dependent on imports
1

Much of the contextualization offered here draws on the work put into developing the CBEND IPP Business Plan
conducted by VO Consulting, Namibia.
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coming from and wheeled through South Africa. The new transmission line will also reduce
Namibia’s exposure and dependence on the South African transmission grid, and its current
generation capacity constraints.
In 2007, Namibia’s total annual electricity consumption amounted to 3.6 TWh, which includes
transmission line losses, and is equal to an average consumption of some 1,800 kWh per person for
the year. In the same year, NamPower’s Ruacana hydroelectric power station supplied more than
92%, or 1.56 TWh, of Namibia’s locally‐generated electrical energy in that year. These numbers
illustrate that the country remains import dependent to cover more than one‐half of its annual
electricity requirements. This brings to light the importance of the Tsumkwe Energy mini-grid system
model for independent rural electrification and energy security. In addition, given Namibia’s large
size (over 800,000km²) and scattered or clustered distribution of its population, it is certainly worth
investigating more distributed electricity generation solutions. The centralized generation
framework that characterizes Namibia’s current generational capacity may not be adequate or cost
effective for expanding access to more remote village concentrations. While it is not the task of this
report to address the broader application of mini-grid solutions, we acknowledge however, that the
success or failure of the Tsumkwe will have a broader impact on the future of mini-grid solutions in
the country.
The Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME) is the custodian of Namibia’s electricity sector. It sets
policy and provides funding to the industry, for example by providing monies for the extension of
the country’s rural electrification infrastructure.
The Namibian electricity industry is regulated by the Electricity Control Board (ECB). The ECB is
responsible for controlling and regulating the provision, use and consumption of electricity in
Namibia, to oversee the efficient functioning and development of the industry, and security of
electricity provision, to ensure that a competitive environment in the electricity industry is
maintained, and to promote private sector investment in the electricity industry.
Specifically and of importance to Tsumkwe Energy, the ECB defines quality of supply standards,
approves tariffs, and grants generation, transmission and distribution licenses. Also, the ECB has
developed guidelines to set cost‐reflective tariffs, and implement an Independent Power Producer
regime in Namibia. This framework is in place, but has not been proven operational yet. This implies
that Tsumkwe Energy’s status as (possibly) the first Namibian public solar-diesel hybrid mini-grid is
unique, and that there are no lessons learnt in the application of licenses and administrative
conditions and regulations. Tsumkwe Energy’s required interactions with the ECB are described
further below. The Namibian Electricity Supply Industry (ESI) is introduced in the next section.

3.3 Namibia’s electricity supply industry
Presently in Namibia, NamPower is the only bulk supplier of electricity. The national utility generates
electricity, transmits this via its transmission networks, and also manages all electricity imports and
exports to and from Namibia. NamPower remains the principal and most important actor in
Namibia’s ESI.

© Copyright OneWorld Sustainable Investments 2010
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Other actors within the ESI are the Regional Electricity Distributors (REDs), of which NORED,
CENORED and ErongoRED are currently operational. Of importance to Tsumkwe Energy will be
CENORED, as the mini-grid lies within the distribution area of this RED. However it must be noted
that apart from the mini-grid operating under the CENORED license due to geographical location,
CENORED will have nothing to do with the actual distribution of power into the mini-grid.

3.4 Policy environment
The following Namibian policy documents are of importance for the operations of Tsumkwe Energy.

3.4.1 Vision 2030
Namibia’s Vision 2030 envisages the transformation of Namibia into an industrialised nation, with a
strong natural resources‐based export sector, an increased size of skills based industrial and service
sectors, as well as a market‐oriented production. This vision necessitates a rapid industrialisation,
which will place significant pressure on the Namibian electricity supply industry in general, and
challenges its growth and ability to deliver electrical energy on demand. It also presents many new
opportunities; especially for smaller‐scale decentralised power generation plants such Tsumkwe
Energy.
Tsumkwe Energy – which will possibly be the first operational public solar diesel hybrid mini-grid
Namibia – will contribute to bringing the issues and operational requirements of rural electrification
mini-grids to the attention of all ESI stakeholders, and as such is expected to operate under
considerable scrutiny and interest. Also, it will demonstrate the ownership, operational and
managerial requirements that a smaller‐scale decentralised generation plant and mini-grid
distribution system faces in Namibia’s overall electricity generation mix.

3.4.2 White Paper on Energy Policy
Namibia’s White Paper on Energy Policy of 1998 states the following broad energy policy goals:
effective governance, security of supply, social upliftment, investment and growth, economic
competitiveness and efficiency, and sustainability. The Policy also recognizes the importance of
renewable energies, and their potential role in realising the country’s energy‐related goals and
aspirations.
The White Paper identifies the country’s electricity sector’s challenges – which remain as relevant
today as they were more than 10 years ago – namely: high dependence on imports, a host of
technical, financial and institutional problems relating to rural electricity supply, electricity prices
that are not yet cost‐reflective, and unclear institutional structures and arrangements. Decentralised
rural power generation is just one of the many issues that has to date not been adequately
addressed, and Tsumkwe Energy is the one of the first entities that sets out to demonstrate the
viability of such enterprises in rural Namibia.
The main significance of the White Paper for the Tsumkwe Energy lies in the fact that solar diesel
mini-grids are one important but as yet unproven development ambition for the country’s
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broadening electricity sector. This implies that Tsumkwe Energy will serve as a regulatory and
operational test case for Namibian and regional public renewable energy mini-grids.

3.4.3 National Development Plan III
The National Development Plan 3 – NDP III of 2008 – recognises that the “energy subsector plays a
pivotal role in the country’s economy and national development”. It states that “although electricity
supply has improved since 2001, the vast majority of Namibian households still have no access to
electricity, particularly in the Northern Regions. Fuel wood is still dominant as an energy source
putting severe pressure on the natural environment. This situation requires enormous efforts to
realise Vision 2030.” NDP III further states that the sub‐sectors’ goal is “adequate, secure and
efficient supply of energy that is environment friendly and leads to a reduction in the country’s
reliance on energy imports”. Tusmkwe Energy will therefore play a pioneering role in:




increasing local decentralised energy generation
applying and establishing operational experience with renewable energy technologies and
public mini-grids,
and increasing local capacities by developing skills sets for decentralised mini girds and the
supply of electricity from a renewable energy resource.

3.4.4 Electricity Act
The Electricity Act of 2007 was signed by the President in September 2007. The Act establishes the
Electricity Control Board (ECB) as the country’s electricity sector regulator, and formulates guidelines
for electricity sector governance.
The Act describes the requirements, conditions and obligations for obtaining licences to generate,
trade in, transmit, distribute, import and export electricity, all of which are of varying importance in
what is laid out below. One aspect of special importance to Tsumkwe Energy is the rationalisation of
the electricity distribution and supply industry with a view to improving its viability and long‐term
sustainability as well as rural electrification. Renewable or hybrid mini-grids are one such vehicle to
broaden Namibia’s electricity supply arrangements, and at the same time ensure that the country’s
natural resources are used to generate electricity in a more sustainable manner. Again, Tsumkwe
Energy will play the role of pioneer in the establishment and operationalisation of public hybrid minigrids in Namibia.

3.4.5 Labour Act
Tsumkwe Energy does, and will continue to employ staff as well as add to its employee base. Such
employment is governed by the stipulations of the latest applicable version of the country’s labour
law. The Labour Act of 2007 establishes a comprehensive labour law for all employers and
employees, which, amongst others, entrenches the fundamental labour rights and protections, and
regulates the basic terms and conditions of employment, including the health, safety and welfare of
employees. The labour law also seeks to protect employees from unfair labour practices, and
regulates the registration of trade unions and employers’ organisations, while setting in place the
conditions that govern collective labour relations.
© Copyright OneWorld Sustainable Investments 2010
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A Tsumkwe Energy Human Resource Plan has been developed which gives clear guidelines as to how
labour should be structured for Tsumkwe Energy. However, moving ahead, it is recommended that
Tsumkwe Energy has all labour contracts drawn up by a competent authority, and ensures that its
management and supervisors are adequately trained and aware of the requirements and
implications of the current labour law and its implications for the operations of Tsumkwe Energy.

3.5 Regulatory environment
3.5.1 Electricity Control Board
As already mentioned, Namibia’s Electricity Control Board – the ECB – is the country’s electricity
sector regulator. It has the statutory obligation to set license conditions for entities wishing to
generate, transmit, distribute and on‐sell electricity. The ECB’s activities are subject to approval by
the Minister of Mines and Energy. Any license conditions imposed, amongst others, limits on the
electricity tariffs that Tsumkwe Energy may charge users of Tsumwke. The ECB attaches conditions
as it may deem fit to ensure the protection of consumers on the one hand, and the viability of the
industry on the other. Conditions include standards of quality and conditions of supply, and tariffs
charged by licensees. Thereby, the ECB controls prices charged to consumers, and ensures minimum
standards of service provision, while enforcing Government policy by way of license conditions. In
this way it is vital to the efficient operation of Namibia’s electricity sector.
Tsumkwe Energy has to comply with the license conditions imposed by the ECB (although, in terms
of distribution, this will be under the CENORED license), and may only charge tariffs approved by the
ECB. Further, Tsumkwe Energy has to disclose its projected and actual financial performance to the
ECB (as part of the generation license application and also for ongoing tariff approval applications),
and has to report to the ECB on issues such as quality of supply and service performance. Such
reporting requires familiarity with the regulator’s stipulations and guidelines, and demands that
Tsumkwe Energy’s management is trained to satisfy the ECB’s requirements.
The ECB’s mandate also implies that Tsumkwe Energy’s business activities are regulated, which limits
the ability of the Tsumkwe Energy’s management to determine the entities operations, as a division
of the OTRC). The regulations also set limits on its profitability. While this may seem unattractive or
undesirable it should be noted that the prevailing regulatory requirements also imply that Tsumkwe
Energy is protected by the ECB, and can rely on support in the application and completion of the
required documentation.
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4

Tsumkwe Energy business model

The purpose of this section is to provide an introduction and description of the Tsumkwe business
model, and illustrate how Tsumkwe Energy will conduct its business. To this end, the present
chapter defines Tsumkwe Energy’s business goals, objectives and value proposition, and then
describes the main business operations. It then describes – in broad terms – the envisaged
governance arrangements, focusing on the relationship between OTRC, the potential sub-contracted
ISP, the ECB, as well as its main customer(s) and suppliers as well as its management requirements.

4.1 Introduction
The concept of mini-grids is not new in Namibia. They have been utilized in mines, large farms and at
the Gobabeb Training and Research Station as well as in Tsumkwe currently. What is new, however,
is the incorporation of renewable energy to the energy mix (Gobabeb is also a hybrid but just not
public like Tsumkwe) in establishing this as the first solar-diesel hybrid system of this scale and public
nature in Namibia, if not Africa.
As such, Tsumkwe Energy can expect to be and remain in the spotlight of attention of the Namibian
Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME), the Electricity Control Board (ECB), a variety of electricity
supply and distribution industry stakeholders, as well as interested farmers, business people,
renewable energy specialists and researchers, students and the public at large.

4.2 Brief overview of the business
The OTRC will own the Tsumkwe Energy system. Tsumkwe Energy will not be a legal entity but rather
a division of the OTRC. The various assets are to be purchased by the donors, and DRFN will facilitate
transfer of these assets to the OTRC. As indicated this includes generators, the PV array, battery
storage, distribution and networking technology and all ancillary equipment such as convertors and
vehicles. The OTRC is responsible for the operation, maintenance and asset replacement of the
overarching system. It is likely that an ISP will be sub-contracted to physically manage, operate and
maintain the system. This is to ensure that the requisite Namibian experience is put to use in the
efficient management of Tsumkwe Energy and in doing so support the development of Tsumkwe as
a rural settlement. It is proposed that a detailed and stringent Service Level Agreement (SLA) will
govern the relationship between the potential ISP, the OTRC, NamPower and the ECB.
Tsumkwe Energy will employ staff to oversee the generation of power (fueling gensets),
maintenance of the generators, PV array and batteries, mini-grid maintenance, new connections to
the grid and vending of electricity. These staff will comprise already existing OTRC employees
currently operating the Tsumkwe diesel system. It is envisaged that at least one manager of requisite
experience will be added to the employee base. It may be the case that this is an employee of the
potential ISP. Initially this will be the role of the DRFN who will manage the system for the first year.
In cases where non‐routine maintenance of any equipment is required, Tsumkwe Energy will hire
outside specialist service providers.
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Tsumkwe Energy will report on all its operations, and in so doing keeps all regulatory authorities as
well as interested and affected parties informed about the status of its operations, performance and
outputs/outcomes. To ensure the efficient and sustainable use of funds generated by the sale of
electricity it is proposed that an escrow fund be established as a means of holding the funding
required for maintenance, replacement and addition of necessary equipment. In order to access
funds held in this account consensus must be attained from OTRC, ECB and DRFN (and the potential
ISP). Furthermore, this fund or escrow account may only be used for specific assets or repairs such as
PV panels, batteries and generator repairs. This must be made into a clear policy.

4.3 Tsumkwe Energy business purpose, goals and objectives
Governed by the principles of productive energy use, an approach that focuses on consumer-driven
needs and realities, the overall purpose of the Tsumkwe Energy is to generate and distribute energy
in such a manner that it serves the goal of aiding the development of Tsumkwe as a settlement and
contribute to the reduction of poverty in this region of Namibia. In order to achieve this objective,
the financial sustainability of Tsumkwe Energy is crucial and such sustainability must be founded on
the application of a cost reflective tariff structure. Furthermore, through its operations, Tsumkwe
Energy will test the viability and operational requirements of future solar-diesel hybrid mini-grids
operations in Namibia.

4.4 Value proposition
The value proposition defines how the above business purpose and objectives will enable the
Tsumkwe Energy to create value, and who or what the beneficiary of this value is. Tsumkwe Energy’s
value proposition is based on:
1. Operating a decentralised energy service in rural Namibia, benefiting the people, businesses and
institutions of Tsumkwe.
2. Using a renewable energy contribution in the form of solar energy, benefiting the environment
3. Contributing to the development of Tsumkwe and creating new rural job opportunities though
productive use of energy as well as for Tsumkwe Energy itself
4. Creating unique learning experiences, locally, nationally and regionally regarding solar-diesel
mini-grids for rural electrification and development, benefiting local, national and regional
governments, development organisations and entrepreneurs.
5. Delivering immediate value to the OTRC as owner‐operator, by way of financial returns and thus
energy subsidy reduction.
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4.5 Vision
To contribute to the reduction of poverty in the Otjozondjupa Region of Namibia by providing the
enabling physical infrastructure that is required to support increased and diversified socio-economic
activities amongst the San people of Namibia.

4.6 Mission
To operate and manage Namibia’s first large scale public solar diesel hybrid mini-grid in a financially
sustainable manner, reducing the OTRC subsidy required over time and contributing to the
development of Tsumwke.

4.7 Structure
Tsumkwe Energy’s structure is designed to allow for cost‐effective and efficient decision making and
operations. It is envisaged that staff will operate on three levels of responsibility:






OTRC – owner and overarching manager
General manager of Tsumkwe Energy
Generation, distribution and metering technical operations, and
Financial management and administration
Technical and casual support staff

Again, it is important to note here that the OTRC reserves the right to sub-contract an ISP to manage
and operate the Tsumkwe Energy system as a way of ensuring the requisite expertise is employed
and associated efficiencies are upheld. This would be the recommended option. The ISP would take
a fee as remuneration for this service. The recommended structure of this arrangement would take
the form of a percentage (margin) on the cost of generation. This structure has been catered for in
the financial model, outlined in section six. The exact specifications of the organisational structure is
to be decided by the OTRC although it is logical that, at its most basic, the ISP take the form of a
general manager (connected to a reputable organization with the requisite experience) that
oversees the operation and maintenance of the system financially and technically. The high‐level
system and organisational structure Tsumkwe Energy is depicted by the organogram below (Figure
2). In terms of the flow of responsibility the follow tiers of management are proposed:
This business plan assumes that a sub-contracted ISP (DRFN in year 1) will be in place and they will
be responsible for (this would be the OTRC if no ISP is hired):








leadership of Tsumkwe Energy
principal decision making on all aspects related to Tsumkwe Energy
liaison with all stakeholders
contracting all staff
setting and monitoring the performances of all employees
ensuring that the Tsumkwe Energy’s legal, regulatory and fiduciary requirements are met
ensuring that all reporting, auditing and secretarial functions are undertaken as required.
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Operational and technical support staff will responsible for:






undertaking all activities as per instructions from the manager
operational decision making in their area of responsibility
ensuring that sub-contracted staff under their direct supervision perform their duties as per
individual duty sheets and/or performance contracts, including the adherence to
performance, quality, health, safety and environmental stipulations
first‐line maintenance, as specified in their respective contracts
first‐line reporting, as stipulated in their duty sheets and/or contracts with Tsumkwe Energy,
or as instructed by the manager.
Figure 2: Tsumkwe Energy Organogram
DRFN
facilitates

CENORED
licenses distribution

ECB
regulates

Tsumkwe
Community
users

OTRC
owns & maintains
1 part time supervisor

Service Level
Agreement (SLA)
Escrow fund

Fee
Revenue

Independent Service
Provider (ISP)
DRFN in year 1

Generation: 1 Employee – General Manager (with technical
skills)

Hybrid system management and load shedding

Monitoring, inspections and basic maintenance/repair of
hybrid system

Fuel Procurement (assistance from Technician below)

Close relationship with hybrid system supplier for major
repairs and replacement
Distribution and Metering: 2 Employees - Vendor and
Technician (current OTRC Tsumkwe Staff)

Technician

Monitoring, inspections and basic
maintenance/repair of the distribution
network (assistance to GM)

New connections and cut-offs

Financial Manager and administrative clerk

Debtors management

Vending

Bookkeeping
Specialist and casual labour

Repair and maintenance requiring specialist
expertise

Casual labour as seen necessary if permanent
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Specialist and casual labour will be responsible for:





undertaking all activities as per instructions by the manager and/or supervisor(s)
undertaking all tasks as stipulated in the duty sheets / contracts
operational decision making in their area of responsibility
adherence to all performance, quality, health, safety and environmental stipulations as
contained in their duty sheet, and/or contract, and/or as per instructions by the manager or
supervisors.

4.8 Legal requirements
As already noted, Tsumkwe Energy will not be a legal entity in and of itself but rather a division of
the OTRC.

4.8.1 Registration as a generating entity
The Tsumkwe Energy generation license is currently under review with the ECB. More information is
required. It is hoped that this business plan will provide sufficient information for the license to be
granted.

4.8.2 Registration as a distributing entity
As indicated, in order to comply with the necessary legalities, Tsumkwe Energy must register as a
distributor. However, due the nonstandard nature of the mini-grid system and the lack of existing
regulations/requirements governing such energy systems, Tsumkwe Energy will not distribute under
its own license but rather that of CENORED, as the mini-grid falls within this RED jurisdiction. It is
important to note that this is merely a regulation and that all physical distribution (in terms of
operation and maintenance) will be carried out by Tsumkwe Energy.

4.9 Resources
Tsumkwe Energy’s resources can be listed as follows:







Land on which the generation equipment (gensets and PV array), the mini-grid and
management office is situated
Labour for which it is wholly responsible
Technical resources, which include all plant and equipment currently owned and to be
handed over to the OTRC
Consumables, including all fuel, water, cleaning equipment, and office resources
Financial resources required ensuring the continued payments arising as a consequence of
operating the plant and all ancillary equipment, as well as for any costs from above resource
use, and for which it is and remains wholly responsible
Technical backup and advisors that are expected to be called upon from time to time, if and
when required, as stipulated in the technical supplier contract.
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4.10 Customers
The customers of Tsumkwe Energy can be grouped into a number of echelons, as indicated in the
financial model, outlined in section six.




Intuitional customers: the school, clinic, magistrate’s court etc.
Commercial customers: small to medium size businesses
Domestic or residential customers: households of Tsumkwe

4.11 Suppliers
Tsumkwe Energy will have to enter into a variety of supply contracts and ad hoc arrangements for
the supply of the following goods and services:








Plant and ancillary equipment to be detailed into the Tsumkwe Energy supply agreement or
contract between the DRFN and the most viable external supplier
Any other vehicles, equipment and tools not secured through the contract, to be sourced
from the OTRC or most viable external supplier
Labour, to be recruited and trained before the commencement of activities. This is only for
the general manager position as it is likely the current OTRC Tsumkwe staff are able to fulfill
the labour requirements
safety and protective equipment for staff, to be sourced from most viable external supplier
Petrol and diesel, to be sourced from the most viable supplier, or possibly by way of a supply
contract with a liquid fuels delivery and supply firm
Maintenance services and spare parts for plant, vehicles and equipment, to be sourced from
specialist equipment suppliers
Water, for cooling, batteries and cleaning purposes at the plant

4.12 Potential competitors
The only foreseen potential competitors to the system would be the independent use of diesel
generators on the part of the Tsumkwe Energy customers. Using the tariffs suggested below this is
unlikely due to competitive rates. In the event of the settlement being connected to the national
grid – only planned for around 2020 – NamPower would be seen as a ‘competitor’. However due to
the public nature of Tsumkwe Energy it is assumed that an agreement would be reached whereby
the assets would be transferred to NamPower and CENORED.

4.13 Key revenue generating activities
Tsumkwe Energy will generate and distribute electricity, and thus Tsumkwe Energy’s main revenues
will generated through the sale of this electricity to the various customers outlined above. The
details of this revenue generation by source and over time are outlined in the financial plan or model
in section six.

4.14 Key risks and challenges
Tsumkwe Energy will have to be conscious of the following key challenges and operational risks:
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Theft and/or breakage of equipment: some of the ancillary equipment used by Tsumkwe Energy will
be mobile. Vehicles and tools are easily removed from the premises and during field operations, or
misused. In addition to theft, breakage of critical equipment, vehicles and tools could delay or even
suspend plant operations. This is especially the case with PV panels from the array. This will have to
be minimised by providing adequate training and supervision to staff as well as implementing
appropriate security measures. Insurance against theft and lightning has also been catered for, as
outline in the financial model.
Labour: the reliability of the Tsumke Energy labour force, from casual workers to the general
manager, is vital to the efficient running of the energy service system. Only the careful selection and
training of all staff will ensure that Tsumkwe Energy can operate without undue disruptions or
unforeseen costs. Stringent levels of accountability to poor performance must be upheld. It is also
important to mention that staff retention is key and needs to be considered. It is often the case that
up-skilling of staff in settlements such as Tsumkwe results in migration to a larger settlement in
search of career development.
Cash flow: cash flow management will play a major role in the operation of Tsumkwe Energy. This is
especially the case in the beginning phases of the life of Tsumkwe Energy. Cash flow management
will require constant management attention as well as the cooperation of the OTRC in providing the
necessary subsidy, although this should be phased out over the next 10 years. It is suggested that a
subsidy payment guarantee be legally binding to enforce the payment on behalf of the OTRC.
Maintenance: maintenance is key to avoiding unscheduled disruptions the Tsumkwe Energy system.
A maintenance plan that takes into account the various maintenance schedules as identified by the
equipment suppliers must be developed and implemented. Funding must also be made available in a
timely manner.
Safety of personnel and operations: Safe operating procedures and precautions must be upheld at
all times. These must be elaborated in a Tsumkwe Energy health and safety plan which must be
implemented and practiced by all relevant staff members and contractors.
Speaking generally, while insurance has been catered for in the financial model, it is recommended
that Tsumkwe Energy seeks legal advice regarding limiting its exposure and liability from operations,
including those arising as a result of loss and/or injury to staff, visitors, fires and third party damage
of property.
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5

Managing Tsumkwe Energy

5.1 Day-to-day operational management – the value chain activities
As already indicated the Tsumkwe Energy hybrid mini-grid is made up of the following components:
Table 1: Tsumkwe Energy Components
PV Array

200kWp

Battery Storage

766kWh

Power converter

150kW

Genset 1 (old)

350kVA

Genset 2 and 3

130kVA

Mini-grid

11kV

Users

approx. 70 households
approx. 20 institutions
approx. 15 businesses

In terms of baseline operational performance the following table provides a summary, using 2010
load profile assumptions:
Table 2: Tsumkwe Energy Projected Operational Performance
Fuel consumption (diesel)

138 400 liters per annum

Gentset 1 hours

70 hours per annum

Genset 1 minimum load ratio

40%

Genset 2 & 3 total hours

5080 hours per annum

Genet 1 minimum load ratio

80%

Renewable Energy fraction (contribution)

40%

Battery life

6.7 years

Overall generation (PV + Genset) (year 1)

839 500kWh per annum
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The above tables can be taken to represent the cornerstones of Tsumkwe Energy’s value chain
activities; that which is represented in table 1 must be interacted with in such a way that the
performance benchmarks in table 2 are reached and maintained. Furthermore, this must be carried
out in a financially efficient and thus sustainable way. The financial model and plan, presented in the
next section, has been developed with this in mind.

5.1.1 Generation
The generation system – the three gensets and the PV Array - will generate electricity over a 24 hour
period. This will involve constant monitoring and of the automated system and rely on the
procurement and input of fuel. Table 1 and 2 list the amount of time each genset will be run as well
as the per annum fuel amount required.
It is proposed that fuel be procured such that a week’s supply can be stored on site. In order to be
prudent it is proposed that a reserve of a week’s worth of fuel (as a minimum) always be available.
This will be supervised by the general manager with assistance granted by the Tsumkwe Energy
technician.
In terms of the overall daily operation, the following operating phases can be described2:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Sunrise: Genset 2 (or 3) plus Static Power Converter (SPC) parallel operation
Daytime (clear solar day): PV plus SPC dominated operation (Gen 2/3 off)
Late afternoon: Genset 2 (or 3) operation
Evening peak: Genset 2 (or 3) plus SPC parallel operation
Night time to early morning: Genset 2 (or 3) operation

With regards to load management, this will be the responsibility of the general manager with the
assistance of the technician where necessary or appropriate. The system has been designed such
that non-essential loads can be shed should the generation system be put under severe strain due to
high demand across the grid. This must be monitored and the shedding process managed by the
general manager. In light of this a detailed and stringent load management or shedding policy is
needed to ensure transparency, guard against abuse, and allow the community to plan accordingly.
In terms of generation maintenance it is also vital the gensets are maintained appropriately with
regular fluid and mechanical checks. Furthermore, the PV array must be kept clean for efficient
generation. Finally, the battery system must be monitored for charge and water levels, although it is
likely that this will be automated.

5.1.2 Distribution and metering
It is vital that a high level of efficacy is upheld in the distribution and metering of electricity as well as
the monitoring of use as the sustainability of Tsumkwe Energy is dependent on these revenue
streams. A benefit in this regard is that all users are to be converted to a prepaid system. The
vending of prepaid credit as well as bookkeeping will be managed by the financial manager and will
take place at the Tsumkwe Energy office. It is proposed that all meters must be fitted with a
2

Generator 1 could be dispatched for regular equalisation charge cycles.
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disconnection function that is engaged as electricity credit is reduced to zero. This will avoid overuse
or debtors.
Furthermore, the network must be regularly checked for breakages or damage. This will be carried
out by the technician. Finally, all new connections must be made in a timely manner, this also being
the responsibility of the technician.

5.1.3 Monitoring of operations
For auditing purposes and to ascertain where efficiency gains can be made, as well as to ensure the
highest level of performance is upheld on the part of the Tsumkwe Energy staff, it is crucial that the
operations of the system are monitored and evaluated in great detail. This will also serve as a means
of learning in the case of replicating the Tsumkwe Energy model elsewhere. In light of this, stringent
record keeping is to be exercised at all times. Records should be kept on the following inputs,
outputs, and performance indicators:











kWh hours demanded
kwh produced/supplied per hour, per day, per month, per source
Fuel consumption for genets
Hours of operation of gensets
Fuel consumption for vehicle/s
Battery charge and performance
Man hours worked
Type, duration and mitigation measure used to address any operational incident or accident
Type and quantity of consumables used per productive day and month, later expressed as
consumption per full productive hour
Any other details required to fulfill the regulatory, financial, environmental and other criteria
specified by the authorities, business partners

The above set of indicators will be collected by the relevant staff members, and entered into
purpose‐built monitoring sheets. They will be analysed by the general manager at the end of each
working week, and month. The general manager will assess the data regularly, to ensure that data
capturing is done according to specifications. The manager will then to prepare monthly
management reports from such data.

5.1.4 Assets and asset management
All equipment used in Tsumkwe Energy’s operations are valuable assets. The loss of any such asset,
be it through theft or breakage, must to be minimised. To this end, the general manager will have to
establish an asset register that establishes the type, thereabouts of the asset in question, and the
person(s) responsible for their use. All movable assets have to be identified, for example by way of
an asset register number, and their use has to be tracked and monitored regularly.
The asset register should make provision for assets having several people using them, such as
vehicles and other movable assets, as well as those that are not movable. It should allow the
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respective staff members to record any issues and/or incidents, as well as the remedial action taken
to service any such asset.
The asset register should also be used to track and alert management to maintenance intervals for
all assets requiring maintenance, and the specifics of any such maintenance undertaken. It should
also be calibrated with the financial model and the depreciation accounting costs included in it. This
will serve to guide the replacement periods for each asset and manage the required capital
accordingly.
Lastly, should an ISP be sub-contracted the asset register will also be used in interactions with the
OTRC. As such, the asset register is not only a tool to ensure that assets are and remain in a
functional state, but will also be used to determine asset usage and associated asset usage costs,
particularly those costs arising as a result of preventative and curative maintenance and repairs.

5.1.5 Financial management and accounting
Taking heed of the suggestions made in the last two subsections will make financial control and
accounting a less onerous and more transparent. The establishment of an effective cash flow,
accounting and financial management system is essential for the effective and efficient functioning
of Tsumkwe Energy. Furthermore, audits will be required to ensure that all transactions and income
and expense data are recorded in a way to allow the regular financial analysis and interrogation of
Tsumkwe Energy, as well as to optimise operations, and to draw future lessons from them.
Lastly, but most importantly, it is vital that the revenues from the sale of electricity are put back into
Tsumkwe Energy so as to account for repair, maintenance, and the addition of PV and batteries. The
latter will increase the renewable energy contribution over time as well as have a downward effect
on price. However this can only be achieved through sound financial management. As mentioned, to
ensure this is the case it is proposed that an escrow fund be established which can only be accessed
for the abovementioned needs and in the presence of the signatures from representatives of the
OTRC, the ECB, DRFN (and an ISP, should it be sub-contracted).

5.2 Human resources
Recruiting and retaining suitably skilled and reliable staff will be a crucial success factor for Tsumkwe
Energy. This section speaks to the number of staff, skill sets and role profiles required. This section
has been informed by the Tsumkwe Energy Human Resource Plan and it should be engaged with if
more detail is required. It is important to note that all effort will be made – depending on the skills
sets available and potential for training – to retain the OTRC staff currently employed as Tsumkwe
public employees.

5.2.1 Staff numbers
As indicated in the organogram, three full time employees are required for the efficient running of
Tsumkwe Energy. This is termed the minimal staffing requirement in the Tsumkwe Energy HR Plan.
Furthermore, casual and specialist labour will be contracted on a needs basis. The former will be
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where no or little skill is required and the latter for highly specialised jobs, beyond the skills sets of
full time Tsumkwe Energy staff. Both cases have been accounted for in the financial model whereby
funds should be available for contracting casual or specialist labour. Due to the structure of the
financial model and its preliminary outcomes in terms of costs and revenue streams, there is
financial capacity (in comparison to the HR plan) for the option of hiring a further permanent
employee to take on the role of administrative clerk. This should only be acted upon if is seen as
absolutely necessary due to capacity issues. What is laid out below assumes that not permanent
clerk will be hired.

5.2.2 Staff profiles
General Manager:
 Overall system management
 Production, distribution and metering of energy
 Sales of energy and collection of revenue
 Development, planning and construction works,
 Ensuring that all processes remain within budget
 Contract creation, maintenance and documents
 With an active role in
 Load shedding
 Overseeing record keeping monitoring, inspections and basic maintenance/repair of
system
 Fuel Procurement (assistance from technician)
 Efficiency analysis, monthly reports
 Close relationship with system supplier for major repairs and replacement

This role is of key importance to the functioning of Tsumkwe Energy and must be fulfilled by a
person that has sufficient technical and managerial experience and aptitude to operate and
supervise all tasks Tsumkwe Energy requires. Authority, and the willingness and ability to act quickly
and decisively should be pre‐requisites. It will be important that this role be filled with someone who
has good interpersonal skills, and enjoys the trust of his or her staff as well as supervisors at the
OTRC.
Technician:



Monitoring, inspections and basic maintenance/repair of the system (assistance to GM)
New connections and cut-offs

Financial Manager (and administrative clerk):





Administrative support as required
Vending
Debtors/creditors management
Bookkeeping
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 Financial Management (closely supervised by GM)
Specialist and casual labour:



Repair, installation, placement and maintenance requiring specialist expertise
Casual labour as seen necessary if permanent employees lack capacity

5.2.3 Staff training
It is recommended that the Tsumkwe Energy HR plan be used to contrast role profiles, outlined
briefly above, with the skills sets of the Tsumkwe staff already in place. This will assist in ascertaining
the level of up-skilling required to ensure the effective running of Tsumkwe Energy. All positions
need a thorough understanding of the requirements and risks associated with their particular
position, and need a thorough supervised instruction on what the routine activities entail, and how
to respond to breakdowns or emergencies. Some business‐related training will be needed for the
general manager and financial manager. Of particular importance is to assess the ability for training
to provide the requisite skills for the current Tsumkwe staff to take up new broadened role profiles.
If this is not the case then new skills sets must be sort.
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6

Financial Plan

6.1 Introduction
The financial plan outlined below is underpinned by a detailed financial model, also presented. This
model uses, and is highly dependent on, a variety of assumptions to project Tsumkwe Energy’s
financial sustainability requirements over the next ten years. These were informed by the
commendable work of EMCON Consulting Group as well as interviews and meetings with key
stakeholders and experts in the solar energy and rural electrification fields. Tsumkwe Energy will
have to verify and refine such assumptions in the course of the operations.
The financial plan and model therefore guides the anticipated way forward, and represents a key
component of this business plan. The focus of the financial model and plan was to ascertain an
indicative tariff structure and associated monthly subsidy requirement as contribution to be made
by the OTRC. A core aim in this regard was to determine, financially, how to erode the subsidy
requirement over time, establishing Tsumkwe Energy as a self sustaining energy service provider.
It is critical to note that by changing certain assumptions, for example the tariff structure and/or PV
versus diesel contribution, the business plan may take on a completely different form. It is the
responsibility of Tsumkwe Energy’s GM to ensure that the data and information underpinning this
financial plan are regularly revised, and adjusted to prevailing conditions.
Furthermore it is also important to note that due to the donor funded assets being transferred to
Tsumkwe Energy (again, not a legal entity but a division of the OTRC), capital expenditure and return
on the assets is not included in the financial model. In other words this is purely an operations based
financial model, although depreciation is catered for so that the assets may be repaired and/or
replaced.

6.2 Assumptions
The initial conditions of most importance are the design specifications of the generation and
distribution system and the related performance baseline (see Table 1 and 2). Using this framework,
other critical assumptions include:














Total daily demand of 2000kWh per day (in year 1) with load growth growing at 3% per annum.
Fuel price of N$8 per liter, increasing at 2% per annum.
Battery lifespan of 7 years, with provisional annual replacement costs of N$234231
Genset lifespan of 10 years, with provisional annual replacement costs ofN$166000.
Modular PV and Battery addition (2:6kWh) amounting to $53000.
PV lifespan of 20 years, with provisional annual replacement costs of N$194692.
Power converter life span of 15 years, will provisional annual replacement costs of N$936225.
Power converter life span of 15 years, with provisional annual replacement costs of N$69550.
Network life span of 10 years, with provisional annual replacement costs of N$175144.
All tariffs to increase at 5% per annum
PV and battery addition to be accounted for by a 2.5% margin on generation costs
ISP fee as a 7.5% margin on generation costs
Efficiency program to be accounted for by a 1% margin on generation costs
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 Insurance premiums to be accounted for by a 1% margin on generation costs
 Generation to include a 15% reserve margin for inefficiencies
 Only 90% of electricity is sold to cater for losses
 To get a per kWh figure for accounting depreciation or variable cost, an average annual kWh production
for the relevant life span of the particular item.

6.3 Tsumkwe Energy Financial Model
Figure 3: Tsumkwe Energy Financial Model (year 1) – Generation and network costs
GENERATION COSTS
Solar resource,
80% of design
peak with 80%
efficiency.

PV System (200kWp)

Battery System (766 kWh)

PV generation
kW
Solar Resource
200
4.8
Fixed O&M
Labour
Variable O&M
PV depreciation (replacement)
Battery depreciation (replacement)
Costs/kWh for PV generation
Annual PV generation cost

960
$0.15
$0.10
$0.04
$0.56
$0.67
$1.51
$530,540.41

From EMCON pers
comm. See
accounting costs for
more details.

kWh/day
per kWh
per kWh
per kWh
per kWh
per kWh
per kWh

350400 kWh/year

See labout cost breakdown for
total amount per annum and %
of labour that makes up Fixed
O&M.

As per the above.

Based on average from supplier
bids ($1.7mil). EMCON model a
life of 7 years. Uses base year
of 350400kWh as average.

Based on a 20yr life and using
replacement cost from average
of technical evaluation of the
supplier tender.

Diesel Genset (2x130kVA)
Generator generation
Generator O&M
Labour
Generator Fuel
Generator depreciation
Costs/kWh for diesel generation
Annual diesel generation cost

1340
$0.55
$0.24
$2.26
$0.26
$3.31
$1,621,244.57

S/Total
ISP Margin
Efficiency program (CFL bulbs etc.)
PV & battery addition
Insurance (against theft and lightning)

$2,151,784.98
$161,383.87
$21,517.85
$53,794.62
$21,517.85

kWh/day
per kWh
per kWh
per kWh
per kWh
per kWh

489100 kWh/year
Balance of total daily demand
+ 15% for inefficiencies.
Based on new design
sizing by EMCON at a
base year fuel
consumption of 138400
liters.

PV costs + Gen costs

7.5%
1.0%
2.5%
1.0%

TOTAL
kWhs/year
Generation average costs

$2,409,999.18
839,500

$/kWh

$13,448.66 (per month)
1% of generation
costs to be used to
support the rollout of
CFLs in homes etc.

Service fee for
Independent Service
Provider (ISP) at 12.5%
of generation costs.

From EMCON Feasibility
Study and thus based on
350kVA. Newer, smaller
options likely to offer
lower per kWh costs.

Based on new design sizing by
EMCON. Using a replacement value
of $900000 for the new 130kVA
genset and $760000 for the old
350kVA genset and life of 10 years.

Includes 15% reserve margin (surplus to daily demand)

$2.87

NETWORK AND DISTRIBUTION COSTS
Total kWh/year
$/kWh to generate

Power convertor depreciation
Network O&M
Metering
Line MTCE
Utility poles & boxes
Fault finding
System load management
Labour
Network - Customer services
Billing
New/upgrading connections
Call-out repairs
Communications (eg Info brochures)
Labour
Contingency
Network - Overheads
Vehicle Fuel
Electricty, Water, Phone, Internet etc.
Labour
Contract/casual labour
Bad debts written off
Network depreciation

839,500
2.87
Annual total cost
$69,550.37
$184,500.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$26,000.00
$6,000.00
$15,000.00
$87,500.00
$56,000.00
$7,000.00
$7,000.00
$7,000.00
$3,000.00
$27,000.00
$5,000.00
$105,000.00
$20,000.00
$30,000.00
$45,000.00
$10,000.00
$35,737.00

Total kWh
839500
839500

$/kWh
$0.07
$0.22

Based on average
annual system kWh
production over the life
of the converters,
estimated to be 15yrs.

From EMCON
Feasibility Study. Line
items estimations.

839500

839500

$0.07

$0.13

From EMCON
Feasibility Study. Line
items estimations.

From EMCON
Feasibility Study. Line
items estimations.

From EMCON
Feasibility Study.

839500
839500

Network and Distribution costs (N$kWh)

$0.04
$0.15
$0.68

TOTAL COSTS
Total average cost (generate & distribute) (N$/kWh)
Total costs N$/year
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From EMCON Feasibility
Study. Based on a
replacement cost of
$1751442 and a life of
10 years, using average
annual system kWh
production.

$3.55
$2,983,336.33
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Figure 4: Tsumkwe Energy Financial Model (year 1) – Revenue and balances
REVENUE
Comparitive Cost Tarrifs (against ownership of private diesel genset)
Estimated diesel genset comparison
Tariffs (% of comparitive)
90%
75%
110%
60%
40%

User distribution
$4.00

Commercial_1
Commercial_2
Institutional
Residential_1
Residential_2
TOTAL

kWh

$/kWh
$3.60
$3.00
$4.40
$2.40
$1.60

% of sales
38%
14%
30%
6%
2%
90%

# of kWh
319010
117530
251850
50370
16790
755550

Revenue
$1,148,436.00
$352,590.00
$1,108,140.00
$120,888.00
$26,864.00
Only selling 90% $2,756,918.00

% of sales
38%
14%
30%
6%
2%
90%

# of kWh
319010
117530
251850
50370
16790
755550

Revenue
$1,133,667.80
$313,250.31
$1,118,751.12
$116,350.12
$29,833.36
$2,711,852.72

12%

Commercial

Institutional
32%

56%

Domestic

10% losses

Cost ReflectiveTarrifs
Total Generation Cost

$3.55

Tariffs (% relative to cost)
100%
75%
125%
65%
50%

TOTAL REVENUE

Commercial_1
Commercial_2
Institutional
Residential_1
Residential_2
TOTAL

$/kWh
$3.55
$2.67
$4.44
$2.31
$1.78

kWh

Cost Comparitive
Cost Reflective

Only selling 90% 10% losses

$2,756,918.00
$2,711,852.72

BALANCE
TOTAL EXPENSES

$2,983,336.33

BALANCE
(monthly)

Cost Comparitive
(Subsidy)/Income

-$226,418.33
-$18,868.19

BALANCE
(monthly)

Cost Reflective
(Subsidy)/Income

-$271,483.61
-$22,623.63

Comparitive Cost
Total costs
Total revenue
Balance
Monthly income

$2,983,336.33
$2,756,918.00
-$226,418.33
-$18,868.19

Cost Reflective
Total costs
Total revenue
Balance
Monthly subsidy required

$2,983,336.33
$2,711,852.72
-$271,483.61
-$22,623.63

6.3.1 Tariff structures and user groups
The Tsumkwe Energy Financial Model for year one is presented above (Figures 3 and 4). For
information on each of the line items take note of the comment boxes present. The resultant base
year cost reflective tariff structure is what is of importance for this section. Due to differing
demographics (willingness and ability to pay) and fostering productive use of energy, a stepped tariff
structure is employed whereby institutional and high level commercial users cross-subsidize poorer
households and smaller businesses. As a means of comparison both a cost reflective and
comparative cost (to independently run diesel generators on the part of the Tsumkwe community)
tariff structure was investigated. However the final financial model and plan adopts a cost reflective
tariff structure, in line with the ECB’s policy guidelines. This provides a more cost effective (lower)
tariff for consumers and is also well aligned to the development imperative for the Tsumkwe
community rather than Tsumkwe Energy operating as a profit making entity.
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With the cost of generation and distribution amounting to N$3.55 per kWh in year 13, the following
indicative cost reflective tariff structure is proposed, with the ultimate decision resting with the ECB:
Box 1: Indicative cost reflective tariff structure for Tsumkwe Energy
Commercial 1 users (larger, more mature businesses): 100% of cost @

N$3.55 per kWh

Commercial 2 users (smaller, immature businesses): 75% of cost

@

N$2.67 per kWh

Institutional users (government facilities): 125% of cost

@

N$4.44 per kWh

Residential 1 users (higher income earners): 65% of cost

@

N$2.31 per kWh

Residential 2 users (lower income earners): 50% of cost

@

N$1.78 per kWh

For the sake of comparison, as mentioned in the background section, the cost reflective tariff
requirement for Tsumkwe under the current diesel only system is N$6.00 per kWh. And while, the
tariff structure listed in Box 1 is higher than what is being paid for electricity currently, these tariffs
foster sustainability and are in line with Namibian standards.
As mentioned above, it is suggested that these tariffs are to be increased at 5% per annum, which is
in line with inflation and ensures the self sustainability of Tsumkwe Energy. It also caters for the
further addition of PV and Batteries which in turn result in a control over cost as less diesel fuel is
used.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the distribution of the various user groups in Tsumkwe
Figure 5 is presented. It depicts the breakdown of percentage of sales across these user group
classifications:
Figure 5: Tsumkwe user by percentage sales breakdown

Tsumkwe users as percentage of sales (in kWh)
2%
7%

Commercial_1
42%

Commercial_2
Institutional

33%

Residential_1
Residential_2

16%

3

It is worth reminding the reader that this is the average cost of generation and distribution as calculated by ensuring
certain generation costs are only attributed to the amount of kWh generated by PV and diesel as separate generating
mechanisms. It is for this reason that one is unable to aggregate the per kWh costs to an amount of N$3.55 (in year 1).
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6.3.2 Monthly subsidy to monthly income
The above tariff structure and sales distribution across user classifications results in a monthly
subsidy of N$22623 in year 1 (or N$271484 per annum) being necessary. For the sake of
comparison, this is a vast improvement on the estimated current average monthly loss or subsidy of
N$123000 (N$1.47mil) being paid by the OTRC. What is of more importance than the year 1 figures
is the form the financial model and plan over a 10 year period as Tsumkwe Energy as an ongoing
concern. For a detailed illustration of projected figures see Figures 6, 7 and Table 3. Here, it is worth
noting a critical success factor in the eyes of one of Tsumkwe Energy’s key stakeholders, the OTRC:
the eradication of the OTRC monthly subsidy requirement over time. This is shown Figure 7 (and
Table 3) as it depicts the progressive eradication of a subsidy requirement over time with Tsumkwe
Energy becoming self sustainable in year 9, represented by the curve intersecting the time axis. The
driver of this is the gradually increasing tariffs (5% per annum) as well as the annual addition of PV
and batteries (using revenue generated) to reduce fuel costs. The cause of the change in the
gradient of the function in Figure 7 is also attributed to the tariff increase, as a 5% increase
beginning in year two allows for higher comparative loss in year 1. The driver behind increasing cost
curve is the increasing demand growth at 3% per annum. However, as seen in Figure 6 and explained
above, revenue is projected to increase slightly more rapidly than cost, resulting in cost recovery and
the eradication of the subsidy.
Figure 6: Revenue, cost and subsidy/income curve over the next 10 years
Tsumkwe Energy Cost, Revenue and Income/subsidy curves: year 1 - year 10
5000000

4000000

Revenue Cost Reflective

Namibian $

3000000

Total Cost
2000000

1000000

Subsidy/Income Cost
Reflective

0
1

2

3
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6

7

8

9

10

11

-1000000

Figure 7: Monthly subsidy/income for cost reflective tariffs
Monthly Tsumkwe Energy subsidy/income requirement for Cost Reflactive Tariffs
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Table 3: Tsumkwe Energy cost reflective tarrif model over the next 10 years
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Revenue Cost Reflective
2711853
2932869
3079512
3233488
3395162
3564920
3743166
3930325
4126841
4333183
4549842

Total Cost
2983336
3105001
3232457
3365977
3505846
3652363
3805839
3966603
4134996
4311377
4496121

Subsidy/Income Cost Reflective
-271484
-172132
-152945
-132489
-110684
-87442
-62673
-36278
-8155
21806
53721

Monthly Subsidy/Income Cost Reflective
-22624
-14344
-12745
-11041
-9224
-7287
-5223
-3023
-680
1817
4477

6.3.3 Labour cost breakdown
The below figures (Table 4) accommodate the findings of the Tsumkwe HR plan. The Tsumkwe
Energy HR plan suggests optimal staffing structure of six employees (and to account for subcontracting) at a cost of $38000 per month. It suggests that the minimal staffing structure comprise
of three employees (and to account for sub-contracting) at a cost of $20000 per month. The financial
model is able to make provision for N$25993 per month, which caters for above the bare minimum
staffing structure with a margin of financial capacity to take on a further permanent employee if
deemed absolutely necessary. As mentioned above, it is envisaged that this, if needed, would likely
be an administrative clerk for support to the General Manager and Financial Manager. The OTRC,
using the HR plan as a guide, reserves the right to ascertain how this amount should be spread
across the proposed Tsumkwe Energy team. It is important to note that causal and specialist staffing
is also included in this figure.
Table 4: Labour cost breakdown
Labour cost breakdown
Area
PV Generation
Diesel Generation

Cost
Fixed O&M
Generator O&M

Network and Distribution
Network and Distribution
Network and Distribution
Annual total
Monthly Total

O&M
Customer Services
Overheads

Total/kWh allocation
$0.10
$0.24
Total
$184,500.00
$56,000.00
$105,000.00
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% labour costs
50.00%
30.00%
Approximate % labour costs
47.43%
48.21%
42.86%

# of kWh
350,400
489100

Total labour
$35,040.00
$117,384.00
$87,500.00
$27,000.00
$45,000.00
$311,924.00
$25,993.67
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6.3.4 Accounting costs (depreciation and period)
The table below (Table 5) serves to inform the reader of the calculations that have been informed by
the assumptions and included in the model. Again it is worth noting that the calculation of each of
these accounting costs relates to a specific asset and its function in the Tsumkwe Energy system. The
reader is reminded that the annual kWh figures will differ as these are based on the annual averages
over the life of the asset. Furthermore, it is worth reminding the reader that the average cost of
generation and distribution of N$3.55 (in year 1) is calculated by ensuring certain generation costs
are only attributed to the amount of kWh generated by PV and diesel as separate generating
mechanisms. It is for this reason that one is unable to aggregate the per kWh costs to an amount of
N$3.55 using the figures below.
Table 5: Accounting costs included in the Tsumkwe Energy financial model
Battery depreciation costs: Tech evaluation average
Replacement costs
Life span
Annual replace costs
Annual kWh
N$/kWh

$1,639,622.10
7
$234,231.73
350400
$0.67

Genset depreciation costs: Tech evaluation average
2x130kVA Replacement costs
350kVA replacement costs
Life span
Annual replace costs
Annual kWh
N$/kWh

$900,000.00
$760,000.00
10
$166,000.00
636013
$0.26

Fuel costs: From EMCON revised design document
kWh per annumn from gensets
Litres of diesel per annum
Hours of operation per annnum
Price of diesel in Tsumkwe N$/liter
litres/kWh
N$/kWh
PV & Battery addition
Add 2kW PV per annum
Add 6kWh battery per annum
Total per annum
Annual kWh
N$/kWh

489100
138400
5150
8
0.283
$2.26

R 40,000.00
R 13,000.00
R 53,000.00
350400
$0.15

PV depreciation costs: Tech evaluation average
Replacement costs
Life span
Annual replace costs
Annual kWh
N$/kWh

$3,893,853.65
20
$194,692.68
350400
$0.56

Power converter depreciation costs: Tech evaluation average
Replacement costs
Life span
Annual replace costs
Annual kWh
N$/kWh

$1,043,255.50
15
$69,550.37
936225
$0.07

PV O&M
Fixed

Variable

US$
$40.00
$8,000.00
56000.00
$280.00
$0.20
$0.005
0.04

kW
in N$ for 200kW system
in N$ per kW
per kWh
kwh
in N$

Network depreciation costs: From EMCON feasibility
Replacement cost
Life span
Annual replace costs
Annual kWh
N$/kWh

$1,751,442.00
10
$175,144.20
1133335
$0.15

6.3.5 Cost and revenue contributions
Figures 8 and 9, below, illustrate the various percentage contributions of cost to total costs (N$2 983
336 in year 1) and revenue streams to total revenue (N$2 711 852 in year 1). Dealing with costs first,
what it clear is the large cost contribution (50%) of diesel generation. Fuel costs make up the
majority of this cost. This is the reasoning behind ensuring as much PV is added as possible as this
would reduce the diesel cost contribution. In light of this, in addition to the 2% PV & Battery addition
provision, it would be beneficial to source further finance or grants.
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Figure 8: Generation and Distribution Cost contributions

Tsumkwe Energy Cost Contribution
Annual PV generation costs
10%

Annual diesel generation cost
17%
ISP Margin

14%
2%

Efficiency program (CFL bulbs
etc.)
PV & battery addition

1%

1%

5%

Insurance (against theft and
lightning)
Network and distribution
costs
Labour

50%

Figure 9: Revenue contributions

Tsumkwe Energy Renevue Contributions
1%
4%

Commercial 1
42%

Commercial 2

Institutional

41%

Residential 1

Residential 2

12%

In terms of revenue contributions it is clear the larger more mature businesses (Commercial 1) as
well as institutional users are the most valuable in terms of their contribution to total revenue.
These customers must be valued as they provide the foundation for Tsumkwe Energy’s
sustainability. Furthermore it is suggested that this customer base added to over time as businesses
grow and develop to further enhance cost recovery.
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7

Conclusion

The business model developed here is based on three key aims:
1. Developing an indicative tariff structure for the Tsumkwe Energy Hybrid System based on a
comprehensive financial model.
2. Reducing the subsidy requirements associated with the current operation of the Tsumkwe
mini-grid through the installation of the Hybrid System and the reduction of fuel costs for
diesel generation.
3. Ensuring a tightly packaged ownership and management model that assists in the
improvement in the state of affairs in Tsumkwe and can be replicated elsewhere in Namibia
and beyond.
With the increasing emphasis on more distributed technology options, the need for a sustainable
platform and business model to support more remote or rural energy service delivery is crucial.
What has been presented here is the basic business plan that incorporates key innovations in
achieving the above key aims for Tsumkwe Energy:
 Cost reflective tariff pricing – which ensure sustainable service delivery and are not extreme
by Namibian standards
 Stepped tariffs – which are sensitive to people’s ability to pay as they are to the overall
requirements of financial sustainability and the development of Tsumkwe
 A gradually decreasing subsidy requirement – over time Tsumkwe Energy is able to take the
form of a self sustaining energy service system in year nine
 Options for public private partnerships – energy service delivery in rural Africa is increasingly
incorporating the private sector. While this option remains the decision of the OTRC, the
model does acknowledge the efficiencies of hiring an ISP while ensuring the developmental
mandate of the regional government is not compromised.
Taking the above into account it is hoped that this business plan paves the way forward for the
efficient and effective operation and management of Tsumkwe Energy and the associated Hybrid
System.
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